
 

 

Category: Corporate and Business Communications Campaign 

Company: The Right Agency 

Entry title: Taking SolutionsPT from zero to automation hero 

 

 
Brief and objectives: 

Background:  

Automation software specialist SolutionsPT (SPT) is the UK’s exclusive distributor for 

Wonderware, a global leader in Human Machine Interface (HMI) software.  Historically, the 

lesser known SPT relied on the reputation of Wonderware to provide it with an introduction 

to UK manufacturers.  However, when Wonderware was acquired by French automation 

giant Schneider Electric, SPT retained its distribution deal but all marketing activity was 

transferred to France. This left SPT with a gaping hole in its Wonderware marketing activity 

and exposed the low brand awareness of SPT and its other products.  

SPT tasked The Right Agency with: 

 Raising the profile of SPT as an expert in the automation software sector in its own 

right  

 Positioning SPT as thought leaders  

 Sustaining UK brand awareness of Wonderware without reliance on new product 

launches  

 Driving direct sales enquiries  

 Supporting sales function by driving attendance at roadshows, conferences, and 

seminars  

 Increasing share of voice against competitors  

 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

We believed a highly targeted media relations campaign with thought-leadership at its centre 

would improve sales effectiveness, differentiate SPT and Wonderware from competitors, 

demonstrate their expertise and support sales by showcasing SPT’s understanding of 

customer challenges.   

The first step was to identify our audience and their drivers, and then develop tailored 

content to engage and resonate with them. SPT hold regular roadshows, so we leveraged 



them by devising surveys for attendees to complete to establish their pain points, challenges 

and IT focuses.  

We identified that SPT and Wonderware customers operated in the following key industries:  

 Pharmaceutical 

 Food and drink manufacturing 

 General process manufacturing 

 Water and waste water, oil and gas 

 Chemical  

To help further refine our media targets we identified the job roles of typical SPT customers. 

Using this information, and supported by SPT’s sales team, we created buyer personas to 

more narrowly define our audience and messaging and undertook a media audit, matching 

each media outlet to a specific persona and giving each outlet a Tier 1 or Tier 2 rating. 

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

To achieve our primary objective of raising the profile of SPT, we focused on engaging with 

Tier 1 media influencers, forming one-to-one relationships, sharing their content from social 

media accounts and issuing personal invitations to SPT’s conferences and seminars with the 

promise of exclusive content.   We also offered interviews with SPT General Manager, Sue 

Roche, and our internal thought leadership experts.   We used our research to compile news 

stories for key magazines, and tailored them for different vertical media.  

To support the sales funnel by driving attendance at key roadshow events and seminars, we 

nurtured media partnerships, offering exclusive content and interviews.  We also supported 

the client on the creation of a ‘Next Generation Manufacturing’ research/whitepaper and 

‘teased’ it in a series of press releases and editorials to drive interest and sign-ups for 

Wonderware’s annual conference.  We developed case studies mapped against key themes, 

such as energy saving and worked with big brands like Lucozade, placing the case studies 

in Tier 1 titles and using them across social media channels.  

To position SPT as thought leaders and sustain UK brand awareness of Wonderware, we 

used our survey data and media audit results to identify market need, developing six thought 

leadership pillars which bridged the gap between that need and the appropriate SPT and 

Wonderware solution.  We challenged the client to give us a fresh perspective on what was 

already being said so that we could approach the media with a new angle.  Our six pillars 

focused on: 

1. Cyber Security 

2. Operational Efficiency 

3. Big Data 

4. Outgrowing IT 

5. Energy Management 

6. Disaster Resilience 

Using the thought-leadership topics we: 



 Built a list of speaker opportunities and industry events and developed pitches to 

secure slots 

 Developed synopses to secure opinion articles in key trade and vertical media  

 Created blogs and bitesize content for LinkedIn and social media channels.  

 Created thoughtful assets, including advisory content such as ‘How to’ guides, blogs 

and downloadable reports.  

To ensure these thought leadership pieces drove direct sales, we linked to relevant product 

offerings and always included sales contact details. 

 

Implementation of tactics: 

 July 2016:  Research, customer surveys, media audit and compilation of shows and 

speaker opportunities 

 August 2016:  Compilation of thought leadership ideas and pitching to media 

 September 2016:  Case studies  

 October 2016: Creation of research papers and press releases to support 

Wonderware Conference 

 November 2016: Securing media partner for Wonderware Conference and organising 

pre/post event interviews 

 Jan-June 2017: Media relations activity and speaker opportunities. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 

Media relations activity drove sales with compelling content that opened new doors for 

Wonderware and SPT.  We differentiated SPT and Wonderware’s offerings and value 

proposition by educating customers and providing unique perspectives on emerging themes.  

Outputs:   

 81 pieces of coverage generated by mix of  thought leadership, news and 

research themes July 2016-June 2017 

 12 DPS 

 18 full pages  

 15 online 

 29 research news pieces  

 Wonderware coverage up 17% YOY despite marketing budget 

transferring to France 

Analysis meant coverage was in line with the quality metrics set 

 87% of coverage in Tier 1 media  

 65% of online coverage included link to SPT website 

 79% of overall coverage included a call to action 21% increase in media coverage 

YOY 



Business outcomes: 

 By monitoring competitor activity we know SPT’s share of voice across five Tier 1 

titles increased by 23%   
With zero advertising spend, we achieved more coverage than SPT’s two competitors (who 

were advertising) in 9 of 15 Tier 1 media targets  

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

The only costs incurred were:  

The fee plus travel to and from roadshows and conferences. 

 


